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Space-Division Multiplexing (SDM) is an optical system architecture which exploits the spatial

domain through fiber structures like multi-mode fibers (MMFs) and multicore fibers (MCFs). SDM is

said to be able to overcome the predicted capacity crunch of the current optical networks [1], which

are based on single mode fibers (SMFs) and multiplexing in time, wavelength, polarization and

phase.

However, would not it be enough to just deploy larger fiber bundles? 

The student task is to understand and re-elaborate in a quantitative (not just qualitative!) way:

1- the reasons of the predicted capacity crunch, referencing, see [1] (and, optionally, [2, 3]). 

2- the generic SDM architecture (see, e.g., [1, 4, 5]) and in which sense SDM is expected to be

superior to the fiber bundle solution, if in terms of higher capacity, or higher bit-per-area, or lower

cost-per-bit, or in which other metric. See [1, 4, 6].

 

Furthermore, the student should choose at least one application domain (intra data-center network,

metro/regional network, long-haul communications) and present a comparison in terms of

performance, cost and space occupation between a traditional SMF approach, a light-SDM

approach based on fiber bundles, and a future SDM architecture based on MMFs/MCFs (or other

exotic fiber structures).
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Basic knowledge of an optical communication system.
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